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Abstract. In order to perform a reaching movement towards a moving
target, an autonomously learning robot must first learn several transformations, such as motion detection, coordinate transformation between
the camera and the arm and the inverse model of the arm. A curious
reaching robot learns them better by performing the appropriate actions
so as to expedite and improve their learning speed and accuracy. We
implement a model of hierarchical curiosity loops in an autonomous active learning robot, whereby each loop converges to the optimal action
that maximizes the robot’s learning of the appropriate transformation.
It results in the emergence of unique behaviors that ultimately lead to
the capability of reaching.
Keywords: Curiosity, emergent behavior, autonomous learning.

1

Introduction

An essential feature of brains are their ability to learn by interacting with their
environment [1]. Importantly, learning and actions are tightly interwoven. On
the one hand, agents must learn about their body and their environment in
order to move and act in the world. On the other hand, actions determine the
sensory input that constitutes the basic ingredients of learning.
In this contribution we integrate several complementary perspectives, namely,
autonomous learning, active learning and intrinsic-reward reinforcement learning (RL), into a coherent model and implement it on a reaching robot. On
the learning-to-action axis, a robot must autonomously learn several cascaded
transformations in order to be able to reach a moving target [2–6]. First, motion
detection is required in order to ascertain the location of the moving object in the
visual ﬁeld. Second, coordinates transformation from the visual ﬁeld to arm coordinates is required and can be autonomously learned if visual self-recognition of
the hand precedes it. Finally, the inverse model of the arm can direct it towards
the detected motion.
On the action-to-learning axis, the basic curiosity loop is introduced [7–11]: a
sensory-motor transformation is learned and produces prediction errors; the decrease of the latter is treated as intrinsic-reward for an actor-critic RL architecture;
actions are thus selected in order to optimize the learning process.
The complete model is constructed via a hierarchy of curiosity loops, each
containing one transformation from the reaching requirements, one critic and
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one actor and results in a converged policy that optimizes the transformation
learning process. Thus, the hierarchical network produces a sequence of emergent
behaviors a curious robot performs on its way to be able to reach: (i) The
motion detection actor converges to consecutively moving and then not moving
the camera; this creates a sequence of alternating change/no change in the visual
ﬁeld, which constitutes the optimal training set for motion detection. (ii) Visual
self-recognition results in ﬁxating the camera on the arm and moving the latter
back and forth, eﬀectively sampling the motion ﬁeld that correlates to the motion
of the arm. (iii) The converged behavior for learning coordinates transformation
is periodic motion of the hand across the entire visual ﬁeld. (iv) The arm’s
inverse model actor converges to moving the arm back and forth in the center
of its coordinates ﬁeld.
The novel features of this work are: (a) an implementation of the hierarchical
curiosity loops in a real robot; (b) a fully autonomous learning and behaving
robot; (c) we show that typical explorative behaviors can emerge from basic
autonomous learning principles.
The paper is organized as follows: we ﬁrst describe related works, followed by
an introduction of the basic curiosity loop. Then the hierarchical architecture
required for reaching is described, detailing each level’s transformation. The implementation of the hierarchical curiosity loops paradigm on the reaching robot
is described next, alongside the resulting emergent behaviors and the enabled
reaching movements. We conclude with discussion and future work.

2

Related Works

Several groups have worked on either autonomous learning of reaching or the
curiosity model. In Ref. [4] an information theoretic approach was taken in order
to autonomously learn what a robot can control. By using mutual information
and moving its own hand, the robot could discern its hands and then its ﬁngers.
Ref. [2] explores several models of learning how to reach, whose main features
are the learning of internal models, namely, forward and inverse kinematics and
dynamics of the arm. Another humanoid robot was used to autonomously learn
the coordinates transformation between the head and the arm [5]. This was
done by using a ﬁxed gaze by which the head was turned to keep the hand in the
center of the image. Then the head and arm proprioception angle information
was used to autonomously learn the coordinates transformation. The same group
[3] has also implemented learning visual self-recognition via periodic motions of
the hand and ﬁnding the corresponding image features. Furthermore, building
saliency maps of the visual image and interacting with the environment, enabled
building object models in the vicinity of the robot. In all these studies, the
movements during training was designed by the experimenter.
The concept of intrinsic-reward reinforcement learning (RL) [8, 10], also known
as theory of creativity [12], has gained much interest in the last several years and
has greatly inﬂuenced the ﬁeld of developmental robotics [9]. It assumes that rewards come from learning. Most of the applications focused on high-level cognitive
and behavioral aspects [9, 10, 12] and resulted in a single emergent behavior.
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The work presented here is the synergistic extension of two previous studies [6,
11, 13]. In Ref. [6] we described the hierarchical buildup of autonomously learning
networks that manifests in the reaching movement of the robot. It focused on the
autonomous learning aspect and presented a reaching network that had no preprocessing, but rather only autonomously learned transformations. The study
presented the novel relation between internal models, active sensing [14, 15]
and change detection that inherently surfaced from the exhaustive nature of
the network construction. On the other hand, in Refs. [11, 13] we presented the
hierarchical curiosity loops architecture, which was implemented in simulations
of the rats’ vibrissae (whisker) system. The work presented here focuses on the
implementation of the hierarchical curiosity loops in a reaching robot and the
emergence of learning-oriented behaviors.

3

Basic Curiosity Loop

The basic curiosity loop is characterized by the transformation or mapping it
is constructed to autonomously learn. Augmenting the learner with the actorcritic components of reinforcement learning results in a closed learning loop,
whose goal is to ﬁnd the optimal policy that maximizes the learning process [7–
12]. Thus, each loop’s convergent dynamics result in a speciﬁc behavior which is
tightly related to the objective learnable correlation.
Learner. Internally supervised learning is deﬁned by a learner that attempts
to learn an input (i) output (o) transformation: L(o|i; χ) where χ are the tuned
parameters. It is performed by presentation of correct input-output pairs, called
the training set, which in our case are self-generated by the robot movements. We
use supervised on-line learning algorithms to ﬁnd the optimal
parameters χ∗ such

 L
2 
that the generalization error is minimized, i.e. L∗ = argmin
i ô (i) − o(i)
, where o(i) is the correct output and ôL (i) is the output calculated by the learner
L. In the on-line version, at each discrete time step t, the presented output ot is
compared to the estimated output ôL (it ), resulting in the prediction error:
et = ôL (it ) − ot

(1)

We focus on autonomous or internally supervised learning, which means that the
training set, i.e. the correct input-output pairs, are internally accessible to the
agent, without needing an external teacher. In other words, the robot movements
generate sensory and motor information, which are “presented” to the learner
as its training set. This is in contrast to unsupervised learning, which is not
addressed in this paper.
Actor-critic. We implement the incremental Natural Actor Critic (iNAC) algorithm, brieﬂy described below [11, 13, 16]. At each discrete time step, t, the
agent receives reward, rt , where the goal is to maximize future accumulated
rewards or value. The agent selects an action, at according to the policy (actor): π(a|s) = Pr(at = a|st = s; λt ), where λt are the actor parameters to
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be tuned. The critic, V̂ π (st ; νt ) attempts to learn the value function, i.e. the
value of each state, by tuning the parameters νt . Moreover, the reinforcement
learning algorithm uses the temporal diﬀerence (TD) learning, here taken to be
δt = rt − Jˆt+1 + V̂ π (st ; νt ) − V̂ π (st+1 ; νt ), where Jˆt is the estimated average
reward, which is also updated. The update rules are summarized below:
Jˆt+1 = (1 − ξ)Jˆt + ξrt
νt+1 = νt + αδt φ(st )


wt+1 = I − αψ(st , at )ψ(st , at )T wt + αδt ψ(st , at )
λt+1 = λt + βwt+1

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

where ξ is the average reward update rate, α, β are the learning rates of the
critic and actor, respectively. Also, wt are the advantage parameters, ψ(st , at ) =
∇λ π(at |st ) are the compatible functions and φ(st ) = ∇ν V̂ π (st ; νt ).
Intrinsic Reward. The heuristics behind the curiosity loop is “you learn more
by making (corrected) mistakes”. To this end we deﬁne the reward to be related
to the prediction error [7]. This prediction error is used to adjust the learner
parameters, but it also serves as the intrinsic reward signal [8–12] in the following
manner:
1
Et =
T

t

e2t

(6)

t=t−T +1

rt+1 = Et−1 − Et

(7)

where Et is a moving average of the prediction errors, with window size T . A
larger reward indicates a greater decrease in Et , i.e. a larger improvement of the
learner. The use of the change in prediction error, in contrast to the prediction
error itself, is important to overcome regions of noise, in which the error is large,
but its change is small [10]. In the real robot implementation, this proved to be
a crucial aspect of the model.
The Curiosity Loop. In the curiosity loop algorithm, we have introduced a delicate interplay between three approximators, namely the actor, critic and learner.
The actor, through the selection of the appropriate action and the state-change
induced by the environment, determines which new example is presented to the
learner. This, in turn, produces the prediction error which not only modiﬁes the
learner weights, but also determines the reward, which the critic now assimilates
into its value and advantage approximators. The critic completes the curiosity
loop by determining the TD error that updates both the critic and the actor.
Although we implemented incremental NAC, and not episodic NAC [17], time
has been segmented into episodes. Each episode n = 1, . . . , NE was composed of
T time-steps τ = 1, . . . , T . The actor and critic continuously changed during all
the episodes’ time-steps, i.e. each time-step in each episode is the aforementioned
t = 1, . . . , NE × T parameter; the learner was reset at the beginning of each
episode, embodying the beginning of a new map-learning sequence.
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Requirements of Reaching

This section analyzes step-by-step the requirements for being able to reach for a
moving object [2, 5], and then maps these steps to speciﬁc learners. Each learner
is an adaptable mapping approximator, that can be described by L(i|o; χ) :
Ni → No , where χ are the adaptable parameters of the approximator, Ni and
No are the input and output dimensionality, respectively. A basic assumption of
this model is that an on-line learning mechanism exists by which χ are adapted
according to a presented training set, composed of input/output pairs, S =
{[i], [o]}, such that the mapping of the training set is approximated by L(χ).
Furthermore, this on-line learning algorithm is based on generation of prediction
errors. The goal of the aforementioned curiosity loop is to ﬁnd the policy that
generates the optimal training set for each learner.
The Agent. An agent that attempts to reach for a moving object should have
the following sensors and actuators: (i) a camera; (ii) actuators of the camera;
(iii) actuators of its arm and; (iv) proprioception sensors of its arm’s joints’
angles and the camera’s angles. Hence, the initial available internally accessible
v
information is: px,y
t , the x, y pixel at time t from the camera; θt the camera
angles at time t; mvt eﬀerence copy of the motor commands to camera actuator
v at time t; θta arm’s angles, or degrees of freedom at time t and; mat eﬀerence
copy of the arm’s motor commands to actuator a at time t. To be able to reach
for a moving object, ﬁrst its motion should be detected by the camera. Then
the visual coordinates of the motion should be transformed to those of the arm
angles. Finally, given the current arm’s angle and the object’s location in arm’s
coordinates, the arm should move towards the object, constituting the reaching
movement. The set of variables and transformations listed above is the minimal
set required for autonomous learning of reaching [6].
Motion Detection. Consider the case of two consecutive natural images taken
before and after the camera moves. Most of its pixels would change constituting
a moving image. On the other hand, if the two consecutive images are taken
while the camera does not move, even if an object moves in the visual ﬁeld,
most of the image is static. Hence, setting two consecutive image pixels as the
input and the eﬀerence copy of the motor command to the camera as the output
of the training set will produce a motion detection (MD) mapping, LMD . Better
yet, consider only the absolute value of motion, since direction here is irrelevant:
S MD = {[pt , pt−1 ], [|mvt |]}.
Self Recognition. In order to learn the coordinates transformation between
visual ﬁeld and arm coordinates, one must have a single object in both coordinate
frames. The most obvious object is the arm itself. However, the agent does not
know how its own arm looks in its camera and must therefore ﬁrst autonomously
learn visual self-recognition [3, 4, 18].
Learning self-recognition (SR) can be achieved by exploiting the already
learned motion detection mapping. The rationale behind the generation of the
training set is “if something moved and I moved, that something is me”. Hence,
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the output in the training set should be the coincidence of both motion in the visual ﬁeld and a motor command to the arm, while the camera did not move. The
training set of the self-recognition mapping, LSR , is thus : S SR = {[pt ], [LMD
]},
t
where learning is performed only when the arm moves and the camera does not.
Vision-Arm Coordinates Transformation. Once visual self recognition is
learned, transforming from the visual ﬁeld to the arm coordinates is done by
ﬁnding the visual coordinates of the arm and learning its mapping to that of the
arm angle [5, 19]. The arm coordinates are found by calculating the x/y centerof-mass of the output
mapping from the self-recognition step, CoM(LSR ) ∈ 2 ,

where CoMt =

LSR
t (x)>0



LSR
t (x)>0

x

1,

x = {x, y} are the x/y coordinates of the image

ﬁeld. The appropriate training set of the coordinate transformation (CT) map,
LCT , is thus S CT = {[CoMt (LSR )], [θta ]}. This will teach the CT learner the arm
angle associated with a speciﬁc visual map.
Inverse Model of the Arm. Combining the motion detection mapping and
the vision-arm coordinate transformation allows the sensory and motor parts of
the network to “speak” in a common language, namely, arm angles. The moving
object is described in arm coordinates and the only remaining learner is the one
that moves the arm from its current position to that of the object’s. This can be
achieved by what is known as the arm’s inverse model (IM), LIM , whose training
set is composed of the current arm’s position, the previous arm’s position and
a
the eﬀerence copy of the motor commands: S IM = {[θta , θt−1
], [mat ]}.
Many works described how to learn the inverse model of an arm, detailing
many diﬃculties that arise from delays in the system, dimensionality, etc [2].
However, in the implementation of our model we have used a simple arm conﬁguration, with no such diﬃculties, since they are not the focus of this work.
Reaching. After learning the motion detection, coordinate transformation and
inverse model mappings, the robot is equipped to reach for a moving object
[2, 5]. The connectivity of the mappings is the following: the motion detection
receives two consecutive images from the camera and detects motion throughout
the visual ﬁeld. The center-of-mass of the detected motion of the entire visual
ﬁeld is the input to the coordinate transformation mapping, whose single output
is the moving object’s position in arm angles coordinates. Together with the
current arm’s angles, they serve as the input to the arm’s inverse model, whose
output is the motor command to the arm. The resulting motion is then driving
the arm towards the moving object, thus constituting
 a reaching motion.The
entire network can be formulated as: LIM θta , LCT CoMt (LMD [pt , pt−1 ]) .

5

Results

We have implemented the proposed model on a LEGO Mindstorm robot, with a
1 degree-of-freedom arm, mat , and a single motor mvt that controled the pan of
a USB camera, pt , Fig. 3(e). The latter was down-sampled to w × h = 80 × 60
pixels. The learners of each loop were feed-forward multi-layer neural networks
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(FFMLNN), with two hidden layers with nh1,h2 neurons, respectively, each having
hyperbolic tangent transfer function and an output neuron with saturated linear
transfer function. The FFMLNN architecture is denoted by N N {nin , nh1 , nh2 , 1}.
We used a standard back-propagation algorithm with learning rate η and momentum of 0.1.
MotionDetection

CoordinateTransformation

SelfͲRecognition

InverseModel

Fig. 1. Converged actors of the four curiosity loops, presented as the actor’s dependence on the previous action π(mat |mat−1 ) (MD (a); SR (a,b); CT (a); IM (a))
and the mean action as a function of previous action and angle, mt (θt , mt−1 ) =

mt mt π(mt |θt , mt−1 ) (MD (b); SR (c,d); CT (b); IM (b)). Motion detection actor
depends only on camera, θtv , mvt . Self-recognition depends on both arm and camera
actions and angles, θta,v , ma,v
t . Coordinate transformation and Inverse model depend
only on arm action and angle, θta , mat . Previous actions are denoted by blue/circle/solid
(mt−1 = −1), red/cross/dash (mt−1 = 0) and green/diamond/dash-dot (mt−1 = 1).
Curiosity loops parameters were: MD: η = 6.25 × 10−4 , T = 100 time steps and
NE = 200 episodes; SR: η = 10−4 , T = 100 and NE = 150; CT: η = 0.1, T = 2000,
and NE = 10; IM:η = 0.1, T = 1000, and NE = 20.

The actor/critic states were composed of the current arm and camera angles
and the previous arm and camera eﬀerence copies, i.e. st = {θta , mat−1 , θtv , mvt−1 }.
The actions were the arm and camera motor commands, i.e. at = {mat , mvt }.
To expedite the convergence process, the state and action spaces of the critics
and actors were each discretized and normalized: θta , θtv ∈ {−1, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 1},
mat , mvt ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. The critics and actors were thus discrete, whereas the
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learners could generalize to continuous state/action spaces, due to the good
generalization capabilities of FFMLNN. Since the goal of the curiosity loop is
to improve the learning process of the sensory-motor transformations, this did
not reduce the eﬀectiveness of reaching, which was composed entirely of the
curiosity loop learners (and not actors). In all four loops, we used the following
parameters: T = 20, α = β = 0.01.

Fig. 2. Trajectories of converged actors and learners’ output of the four curiosity loops.
(a,c,f,h) Arm (blue/solid) and camera (red/dash) angles as a function of time, (e,g)
brighter (darker) colors indicate positive (negative) outputs where each pixel corresponds to the camera pixels in (d). (a,b) Motion detection: (b) The output of the
learner for input pixels of the previous and current image.(c,d,e) Self-recognition: (d)
A test image, as viewed from the camera, for which (e) is the learner’s output. (f,g)
Coordinate transformation: (g) The learner output map represented as shade-coding
of the visual field in arm coordinates. (h,i) Inverse model: (i) The output of the learner
as a function of current and previous arm angle.

We next describe each curiosity loop by specifying its learner, critic and actor
parameters and presenting the converged behavior. The section ends with a
demonstration of a reaching movement, based on the learned transformations.
5.1

Motion Detection

The motion detection FFMLNN architecture is N N MD {6, 4, 4, 1}, due to 3 RGB
channels for the images at times t and t−1. To expedite the learning process, the
training set was composed of all the image pixels in a randomized permutation
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Fig. 3. Reaching towards a moving target. (a) The object’s position in arm’s angle coordinates (blue/circle/solid) and arm’s angle (red/diamond/dash). (b) Output of motion
detection learner after the object moved, t = 10, where each pixel corresponds to the
camera pixels in (c,d). (c) Image, as viewed from the camera, upon detection of object’s
motion, t = 10. (d) Image after reaching, t = 19. (e) The LEGO Mindstorm robot.

order. Furthermore, two consecutive time-steps were interwoven into a single
training set with 80 × 60 × 2 = 9600 input/output pairs.
Figure 1(top left) shows the converged actor, Fig. 2(a) the trajectory and
Fig. 2(b) the learned transformation. Since motion detection focuses on the
camera, and not the arm, the critic and actor were set to be dependent only
on θv , mv . The converged behavior consists of periodic oscillation between motion and no motion, as presented in Fig. 1(top left, a), which shows that the
probability to move after not-moving is higher than continued rest and vice
versa. The learned transformation indeed detects motion: for the same pixels
the output is −1 and for diﬀerent pixels it is 1 (see also Fig. 3(b)).
5.2

Self-recognition

The self-recognition FFMLNN architecture was N N SR {3, 10, 10, 1} due to a
single RGB channel. Thus, the recognition eﬀectively detected the most distinct
color of the arm, as opposed to the background. To expedite the learning process,
the training set was composed of all image pixels in a randomized permutation
order, constituting a single training set with 80 × 60 = 4800 input/output pairs.
Figure 1(top right) shows the converged actor, Fig. 2(c) the trajectory and
Fig. 2(e) the learned transformation. Self-recognition is trained only when the arm
moves and the camera does not and hence required the critic and actor to have the
full state and action spaces, i.e. to depend on both θv , mv and θa , ma . It is not surprising that the converged actor exhibits arm motion (Fig. 1(top right, a))) and
much less camera motion (Fig. 1(top right, b))). However, the arm must be inside
the visual ﬁeld for self-recognition to occur. Hence, the camera must move and
preferably to its center angle in which the arm is most visible (Fig. 2(c)). This is
indeed the case in the converged actor. Applying the learned transformation on a
test image, Fig. 2(d), results in clear self-recognition, Fig. 2(e).
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Coordinate Transformation

The coordinate transformation FFMLNN was preceded by the calculation of
the center-of-mass (CoM) of the image from the learned self-recognition map,
resulting in two coordinates. Hence, the self-recognition FFMLNN architecture
was N N CT {2, 4, 4, 1} due to 2 CoM inputs.
Figure 1(bottom left) shows the converged actor, Fig. 2(f) the trajectory and
Fig. 2(g) the learned transformation. In our experiment, we ﬁxed the position of
the camera in its center angle and learned the visual-to-arm coordinate transformation that depended only on the arm angle. Hence, the critic and actor were
restricted to depend on θa , ma . The converged behavior consists of moving the
arm between its two extremes, without lingering in either, eﬀectively concentrating on the center of the arm ﬁeld. This can be seen in (Fig. 1(bottom left, b)))
in which the motor command is positive for negative angles and vice versa. The
learned transformation shows the visual ﬁeld coded in arm coordinates, where
dark (bright) shades code negative (positive) arm angles.
5.4

Inverse Model

The inverse model FFMLNN architecture was N N IM {2, 4, 4, 1} due to inputs
from arm angle at times t and t − 1.
Figure 1(bottom right) shows the converged actor, Fig. 2(h) the trajectory and
Fig. 2(i) the learned transformation. The arm’s inverse model obviously relates
only to the arm. The converged behavior consists of moving the arm back and
forth, with little rest (Fig. 1(bottom right, a))), in the center of the arm-angle
ﬁeld. The learned transformation shows the linearity of the inverse model and
the sensitivity of the motors to the motor commands, i.e. how much the angle
changes with each action.
5.5

Reaching

Since reaching is performed with the learned transformations, it is no longer part
of the curiosity loops, which control actions during learning. Hence, a detailed
analysis of the reaching movement and its robustness was presented in previous
work [6], whereas below we brieﬂy present results that show the reaching network
performance.
We tested the reaching network by adding another LEGO Mindstorm motor
that controlled a moving object, Fig. 3. It was moved to a random position to
the left and then right of the image where it made a sudden move. The reaching
network was then executed and monitored via the camera. The motion detection
learner detected the object’s sudden move, Fig. 3(b). The object’s center-of-mass
was extracted and “fed” to the coordinate transformation learner to result in the
object’s position in arm’s coordinates. The latter was given to the inverse model
learner, whose output executed motor commands to the arm, resulting in motion
towards the detected moving object.
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Discussion and Future Work

The focus of this contribution are the emergent behaviors, which turned out to
be fairly complex. The low-level learners, e.g. motion detection and the inverse
model [6], instigate the emergence of converged actors that conform to the active
learning perspective (see [1] and references therein). In other words, the behaviors consist of sampling the learned space in its most non-linear part: alternating
between motion and no-motion samples both sides of the motion-detection map,
Fig. 2(b); periodically shifting between the two extremes of arm’s motion performs a similar sampling strategy of the inverse model map, Fig. 2(i).
On the other hand, the higher-level learners, e.g. self-recognition and coordinate transformation, result in much more complex actors that cannot be simply
formulated by active learning strategies. Self-recognition requires a coordinated
motion of the arm and camera, such that the former moves and the latter does
not; furthermore, motion of the arm depends on the camera position. While this
behavior “seems” natural, it is hard to relate it to more basic principles, such as
sampling a non-linear part of the state-space. Coordinate transformation loop’s
emergent behavior is also non-trivial in the sense that it depends on the previous
action, Fig.1(CT,a). This dependence is what enables the scanning of the entire
visual ﬁeld.
To summarize, we have implemented a four-level hierarchical curiosity loop
model on a reaching robot. The emerged behavior of each loop proved to be
suited to the required learned transformation. While these behaviors could have
been pre-programmed, we have shown that they can be autonomously learned by
the robot. This exempliﬁes the goal of the work, namely, an autonomous learning
and behaving robot that learns both the proper sensory-motor correlations and
the behaviors that go with them.
One can extend this general framework to include more complex robots, with
more degrees-of-freedom and more sensors. Integrating autonomous switching
between the levels of the curiosity loops hierarchy can further increase its robustness [11]. Finally, one can start to compare the emergent behaviors of the
robot to that of infants, and test the hypothesis of whether there is some underlying common mechanisms to both artiﬁcial and biological curious agents.
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